Rock Climbing in Malawi
By Frank Eastwood
This rock climbing guide to Malawi’s Southern and Central region dates from 1982. Whilst
there are some tales of more recent climbing in the region it is not known if many of the
routes have been climbed much since.
It seems this guide never made it to publication unlike Eastwood’s seminal guide book for
Mulanje -‘Guide to the Mulanje Massif’. A paper copy was recently unearthed in the MCM
Chairwoman’s attic. The discovered paper was a photocopy of an electronic typewritten
document; this electronic copy has been made to help rock climbers explore in Malawi today.
The guide describes routes in the Southern region – Blantyre, Zomba, Mulanje, Midima Hills,
Kirk range – and the Central region – Dedza and the lakeshore near Cape Maclear. Many of
the routes described are bolted; needless to say that any bolts placed 30+ years ago should be
treated with extreme caution. Directions to climbs and routes themselves are also due for an
update, and grades subject to wider opinion.
If you have amendments or additions to the guide please contact George
(george.margesson@gmail.com) or Drew (drewcorbyn@gmail.com) on the MCM
committee.
Another historic guide - produced by Mr H. Allen in 1988 – describes routes in the Central
region around Bunda, Nkoma and Dedza. It’s available on the MCM website
(www.mcm.org.mw/climbing).
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INTRODUCTION

10.7.82

The following pages cover about every crag route known to exist in Malawi at the time of writing.
Much exploration has taken place to uncover these few routes. Extensive searching for routes has only
taken place in the Southern region of Malawi, and so numerous routes could be awaiting development
in the Central and Northern regions.
Only the most recent developments on the Mulanje Massif have been included, a further 14 major
routes on Mulanje are described in the ‘Guide to the Mulanje Massif’.
Many of the routes described have had very few ascents and thus their grades are not derived from a
wide consensus of opinion.
ROUTE GRADING
The Alpine numerical system of grading has been used in this guide. A comparative table of grade is
included below to help visiting climbers not familiar with this system.
ALPINE
3

BRITISH

SOUTH AFRICAN

V.DIFF

E

SEVERE

E3
E1
E2
E3-G1

U.S.A
5.3

AUSTRALIAN
8-9

5.5

10-11
12-13
14-15
5.8-5.9

4
5
6

V.SEVERE
HVS

5.7

16-17

GEAR
There is no typical Malawi crag and a wide range of equipment is necessary to afford routes for all the
routes described. It is unnecessary to carry pitons as they can only very occasionally be used. Small
wired chocks will protect all of the routes where pitons could be used, with the exception of
‘PREGLAD’.
A set of Hexentrics is very useful especially the larger sizes up to number 11. Large tube chocks (up
to 110mm long) are also occasionally used, especially on Mulanje routes. A feature of some Mulanje
routes are blank slabs dotted with grass tufts. Good protection can be obtained from Mulanje tufts by
carrying 6 or 8 large slings.
Anyone attemping a major new line on Mulanje is advised to carry a bolt kit as adequate protection is
not always possible.
Generally speaking of the small crags, easy climbs are sparsely protected with the harder graded
climbs invariably well protected.

AREA A

SHEET 1
BLANTYRE
NDIRANDE MT

OLD CRAG map raf.200578
APPROACH
From the first car park (map ref.196578) after the tar section of the upper forest road, the
crag can be seen as an area of orange rock, on the lower left of the main mountain block.
A major path descending from the car park, take this for 25m and then bear right, at the edge
of the pines, on a faint path heading for the crag. After 150m pass to the left of a large boulder
with overhanging corner. Up the slope for 15m and across a shallow gulley, continuing on a
rising diagonal to reach the slabs which skirt the orange overhangs.
ROUTE 1 OLD FAITHFUL 90m,grade 4
First ascent Rupert Roshnic& Frank Kippax
On reaching the apron of slabs walk left 40m to appoint 10m beyond 2 flakes learning
against the slab. At this point a distinctive ramp cuts rightwards.
PITCH 1
Climb the ramp which leads to a series of large holds beneath the branches of a tree to
reach a good shelf 10 m (belt runner low down on short wall).
Up the wall, 2m, above the belt and then walk right 6m.Stop across a vegetated groove to a
shallow line leading to a large holds 2m.
Continue on a left diagonal following good holds, 8m and then directly up over grass tufts
to reach stance and tree belay left of a block, 45m grade 3.
PITCH II
Ascend behind the belay tree towards a vegetated fault leading to a corner (loose block
below corner). Pass a small tree above the corner and bear right on a ramp to another grade
4.
Follow the ramp system left 6m and then right a further 6m to a tree. Move up and left
5m, break out right and up 7m to a stance by loose block and tree belay.45m grade 4.
Scramble right over blocks to a vegetated levelling, continuing up a grassy slab 8m, to a
good ledge. Break out left onto level ground, or climb the square cut exit groove 4m, 4 to 4
sup above a tree.
Variation finish 20m grade 5 sup
First ANDREW & JANE NETCALF and FRANK EASTWOOD
From the end of PITCH II
Scramble right over blocks to a vegetated levelling, where, descend 2m to your right and
across a ledge.
At the end of the ledge, an awkward move in passing a detached block leads to a corner
between two steep slabs. Piton belays (in position) up on the right slab, poor stance.
An interesting bridging move followed by a step left onto a sloping hold leads to a corner
fault. Climb past a small tree to a ledge 5m, 5sup.
A further 5m of ascent leads to a tree sited below a 4m long square-cut groove,4 to 4 sup.

AREA A

SHEET 2
BLANTYRE
NDIRANDE MT

ROUTE 2

VEGAN

95m, grade 4

First ascent KEN GREGAR and ?
Start approx. 20m from right hand end of slab apron, just to the right of a flake of rock
with upward pointing tip.
PITCH I
Ascend diagonally left along a line leading to a good stance, to the right of a tree stump
(piton in place low down on right), 15m, grade 2
PITCH II
Up the wall behind the ledge past a ‘letter-box’ hole and bolt runner, 4m, crux (short 4 sup
section). Continue up for 2m, where move diagonally left on a slight fault until beyond a
clean water mark.
PITCH III
Scramble up and left 20m to reach an obvious ramp just left of the largest orange
overhang. Climb easily along ramp 20m to tree belays on a vegetated levelling, 40m, grade
2.
ROUTE 3

RESCUE

40m, grade 4

First ascent FRANK EASTWOOD solo.
Start 3m left of OLD FAITHFUL, just left of a hole in the slab sited a little more than 1m
from the ground.
Climb up 7m to a small ledge where break out right to a bolt runner, Continue on a left
diagonal fault and then directly up to a bulge (crux) with grass tufts, some 12 – 14m up. A
bolt runner is located just beyond the upper tuft above the bulge.
Continue directly up on good holds for 13m to reach a further bolt belay. Total 40m.
ROUTE 4

DIMPLE

20m grade 4

First recorded ascent FRANK EASTWOOD solo.
Start 5m right of the lowest point of the slabs. A line of dimpled holds start in line with a
1m high boulder which is sited 1m from the rock face.

*The bolts do not give ideal protection for this climb, being coincidental and placed during a
mountain rescue practice. (*** photocopy not clear which this pitch is referring to)

AREA A

SHEET 3
BLANTYRE
NDIRANDA MT

Climbing the dimpled holds 10m until holds run out. (If being attacked by bees, as on the first
ascent, it is possible to run up the hold less slab; however :-) Move left 3m, and then up under
the spreading branches of a tree to reach a horizontal fault. Continue directly up smooth slab
to reach a tree belay.
SUMMIT RIDGE GULLEY
APROACH
Take the gulley ascent path for Ndirande summit. This leaves the upper forest road at approx.
map ref 197578. 100m above the pines, with rock slabs on the left, a short levelling is
reached. Cross a shallow dip in the path and move left into a gulley with trees, 5m beyond the
dip. Scramble up 15m to a tree growing on the right wall. A thin vertical crack line continues
above the tree.
ROUTE 5
PREGLAD
30m A2
First ascent Frank East wood, Ray Baines and Peter Slater.
Free climb onto the tree to reach the aid crack. The line goes up past a small tree and
overhangs. Climb the final headwall, above the tree, direct, with the final placement behind a
hollow sounding flake. Move right from the hollow flake to a stance and abseil bolt
NEW SLAB map ref.192573
APPROACH
A useful car park is on the right of the road just before the tarred section on the Ndirande
forest road.
Walk up the tar section for 10m and then climb directly up through pines. From the edge of
the pines a rock outcrop can be seen above the grassy slopes. By-pass these crags on the right
and ascend a grassy gulley past a vegetated slab with prominent horizontal faults
New slab is 50m above the vegetated slab on the left. It is characterised by thin horizontal
fault lines, and a line of overhangs and steep rock on its right edge.
ROUTE 6

TREES

24m, grade 5 inf

First ascent FRANK EASTWOOD solo
Start below and to the left of a tree, sited 4m up, growing from the slab. Pass this tree on the
left and then ascend on a right diagonal to pass a further tree on the right.
Move up above the tree, by-passing the roof at its left upper corner to reach a stance and both
belay.
ROUTE 7 RESURRECTION

22m, grade 5inf

First ascent FRANK EASTWOOD and JULIE SUTTON
Start below and 1m left of shallow, oval shaped recess which marks the line taken by TREES.

\
AREA

SHEET 4
BLANTYRE
NDIRANDE MT
Climb directly up, aiming just to the right of the joining slab and overhangs on the skyline
above.
First runner is a bolt after aprox.15m.continue on the same line to reach the stance and bolt
belay.

ROUTE 8

WATERLINE

2m grade 5

First ascent FRANK EASTWOOD and JULIE SUTTON.
This route follows the water mark which produces a 1m wide strip of clean rock up the slab.
Climb directly up the waterline for 8m to a bolt belay and a further 3m to pass left of a piton
(in position).
Ascend a further 5m where a horizontal traverse can be made to use a bolt runner on
‘RESSURRECTION’. Move left back to the original line and continue directly up to a final
steep slab (crux), which is climbed 1m right of the arête.
ROUTE 9

WINDY ARETE

25m,grade 5 inf

First ascent FRANK EASTWOOD and ANDY BRIDLE
Start 5m,to the right of the lowest point on the arête. Climb diagonally left to reach good
holds on the arête. Follow the arête 3m to a bolt runner. Continue a short distance on the arête
until holds run out, where, move onto right wall.
Return to the arête after approx. 4m climbing over doubtful rock to reach stance and bolt at
the termination of the ridge.
ROOT CRAG map ref 125573
APPROACH
Start from the same car park described for NEW SLAB and walk up the tar road for 100m.
Climb a shallow gulley just beyond a concrete drain, directly up through the trees to reach a
concealed rock face.
The climb starts in a corner well-endowed with roots,approx..20m left of a large tree with a
hole through the trunk.
ROUTE 10

SPIDER II

5m, grade 6 inf

First ascent FRANK EASTWOOD and IAN HOWELL
Use the tree roots to climb 6m up a corner to a tree. Move left over ledges 6m to reach a crack
system.
A Strenuous pull over a short overhang, 6inf is the first crux leading to two possible belay
ledges separated by a steep corner.
The 2nd crux is an overhanging crack 5m, 6 inf. leading to an awkward sized recess. Move
down to the left 1m, 5 sup. to reach the narrow entry of a gulley.

During an early attempt Ray Baines and Andy Bridle climbed the first crux breaking out right on easy
ground just below the second crux
AREA A

SHEET 5
BLANTYRE
NDIRANDA MT

Climb the gulley over loose blocks 10m to reach tree belays on a grassy slope.
POACHERS’ ROCK map ref.196577
Poachers’ is a huge boulder sited on the left side of the upper forest road, 150m beyond the
first car park (map ref 196578).
The 36 routes listed have a yellow paint mark denoting the start. Generally, every fifth route
has been numbered.
No record is available of those responsible for early development on this boulder.
Recorded first ascents:
Andrew Metcalfe No 8, Oliver Leisten No. 18, Frank Eastwood Nos. Girdle
I,0,1,4,5,9,10,11,12,13,14,14A,15A,18A,19,19A,20,21,22 and 30.
An attempt has been made to roughly equate the grades with technical grades of longer
routes. However, due to lack of seriousness and short duration, of most of these routes, a true
comparison is not viable. Thus route grades have been pre-fixed by a letter, to imply that
serious comparison with other grading systems is not intended. All grades are for ‘on sight’
solo ascents
with the exception of route ‘0’.
The following brief comments are intended as a supplement to the diagrams.
POUCHES ROCK FRONT
GIRDLE I. B6.Hard start just left of bolt ladder, with initial hand holds about 3m above
ground.
0.B6. Directly up to small hole, or notch, in the rim of the boulder.
1.B5 sup. Directly up a series of flakey looking holds, finishing up easier angled rock keeping
right.
2.B4 sup. Climb straddling the crack to finish at a small tree. (Note: horizontal ledge is part of
route 3)
3.B4 sup. Up to right side of horizontal ledge, finishing up easy slabs left of small tree.
4.B6. Directly up to left side of lodge, continuing on same line over slight bulge.
5.B5. Up past small knob, which is left hand/foot hold, finish keeping right to avoid good
holds on left.
6.B3.Up past a series of jugs, with one hand move in starting.
7.B3. Hard move at start and then straight up.
8.B5 sup. Layback move to enter fault and the straight up.
9.B6 inf. Start on a boulder in line with yellow mark. Straight up without using good hold on
top of route 10. (Grade 6 if starting from small rock).

AREA A

SHEET 6
BLANTYRE
NDIRANDA MT

10.B5. Across two sloping ledges to mantle shelf finish.
11.B5 inf. Step into letter box hold and the on to thin finishing moves above sloping ledge.
POUCHERS’ ROCK L.H.END
12.B6. Directly up.
13.B6 inf. Directly up.
14.B6. Directly up steep wall to first good hold at top centre.
14a.B5 sup. Start as 14 but the left edge is used when above horizontal ledge on route 15.
15.B4 sup. Up to horizontal ledge and then along widening fault.
15a.B5 sup. Up to horizontal ledge without using it for hands, finishing up centre of left wall.
16.B4. Straight up using prominent vertical hold for left hand.

POUCHERS’ ROCK REAR
17. B4.Directly up, staying on rear of boulder.
18. B6 inf. Up to horizontal fault then over large sloping holds.
18a.B6.straight up from the marker, good holds appear high up.
19. B5 sup. Up past horizontal jug.
19a.B6. Directly up without using holds from 19 or 20.
20. B5 sup. Straight up from marker.
21. B6.Up past small hole, avoiding jugs on route 20.
22. B5 sup. Climbing crack finishing right of small tree.
23. B4.Directly up to horizontal fault, avoiding good holds to left of line.
24. B3 sup. Start on pointed spike and continua on thin fault line.
25. B3.one thin move and the easily up the crack.
26. B4. Parallel to 25 but avoiding jugs along the crack.
27. B3 sup. Straight up the bulge.
28. B3sup. Circular, left starting foothold and straight up.
29. B3 sup. One thin move at the start.

30. B5 .Very thin start leads to good holds higher.
31. B3.follow right diagonal fault.
SHEET 7

SHEET 8

SHEET 9

AREA A

SHEET 10
BLANTYRE
SOCHE HILL

BEACON CRAG

map ref 167480

APPROACH
Via the standard walking route(Red route) to Soche Beacon (trig, point).The path starts at
map ref.178485 on the road between Soche School and the hill.
ROUTE II BEACON DIRECT 30m.grade 6 inf
First ascent-FRANK EASTWOOD and HIRRO SASO
Start some 25m.below the trig. point on the approach (Limbe) side of the summit block.
From a stance on chockstones wedged above a 20m.drop, climb right on a low diagonal for
5m. Move up and left on a line 2m left of the right edge of slab, to reach a bolt runner after
8m.
Move up on arising leftward diagonal, aiming for a distinctive band of light coloured
Rock (waterline) on the left of the upper wall. 24m, 3 sup.
Climb the final 6m to the beacon via a clean waterline with good looking holds, 6inf
In addition to the route described, there are a couple of good clefts to practice chimneying
techniques, plus a minor boulder problem.
Boulder
On the red route approach, 2 mins past the firebreak marking the edge of the forest reserve.
The boulder is on the left with two routes 3m long. One just left of the nearside corner, up a
line of thin holds, and one harder grade up the steep side right of the corner, grades B4 sup
and B6. inf respectively .
CHIMNEY I
This is sited on the left of the ‘Red route’ just after leaving the grassy slopes, and on entering
the thickly wooded area. An interesting crack entry from the right is the normal start. 10m
grade 3.
CHIMNEY II
A rock gulley goes down left of the final scrambling route to the trig point. The gulley leads
to a cleft, on the right, which goes deep into the rock. Chimney of various grades can be
practiced without exposure

AREA B

SHEET 11
DEDZA

POTATO ROCK

map ref.411107

APPROUCH
Turn off the main road M1 outside Dedza at map ref.407099 and then left onto the S25.potato
rock can be seen clearly on the right, standing on its own. Dedza sawmill is a little way
further along also on the right.
There are three recorded routes to the summit, but precise information as to the starting
points, is not available.

ROUTE 1

grade 2-3

First ascent - Frank Kippax and J. Crossley.
Climb a gully over a series of blocks .At the top leave this on the left and climb an easy slab
to a large protected ledge. Up the short face to the summit.

ROUTE 2

grade 4 sup

First ascent - P.Sellers.
On the opposite side to Route 1, the route goes up between the main wall and a large flake,
then awkward climbing leads to the large protected ledge of route 1.

ROUTE 3

grade 5 sup.

First ascent – P. Sellers (top roped)
A little further round anti-clockwise the Route 1.can be seen a diagonal traverse ascending to
the right of a block leaning against the face. Climb to the top of the block and up the face to
the summit.

AREA B

SHEET 12
DEDZA

CHONGONI
APPROUCH
From Lilongwe the turning to Chongoni is just after the ‘30km to Dedza’ sign (road peg).
There is a sign on the right- ‘Namoni Katengeza CCAP CLTC’ and the turning is opposite to
the left. From this turning off the M1 it is approx.5 km to a useful parking place at the
mission.
From the approach road a prominent face can be seen with a shallow ‘S’ shaped gully
bifurcating the face. The climb goes up the first half of the gully, then transverse left and up
the buttress direct. Good rock and steepness make the route an interesting climb throughout
but would-be climbers should be warned that although there are fair stances the belays for
some pitches are very poor. The crux is exposed.
ORCHID ROUTE

250m.grade 4 to 4 sup

First ascent –P.Sellers and R.S Jones,1958
1. Climb slab below obvious gully to grassy terrace,20m
2. Cross terrace and make diagonal traverse until 3m from angle of gully,30m
3. Up slabs to left of gully on good holds to inadequate belay and small stance,30m
4. Continue up slabs to angle of gully to reach a good belay,30m
5. Up left hand side of gully to fair belay and stance,25m
6. Traverse diagonally left to the foot of the wall which lies to the right of prominent tree,
15m.
7. Crux pitch. Vertically up from stance 4m, then traverse upwards to large ledge behind the
prominent tree. Good belay, 12m.
8. Leave ledge by depression at back, then traverse round nose on the left to face. The
easiest way is to continue traversing for 6m and then straight up a delicate slab to stance
and belay under prominent overhang. Alternatively one can climb directly up to the
stance (5 sup), 25m.
9. Traverse to the right for 3m to slight overhang where gully comes down. Reach up for
good jug handle for left hand, pull up and follow gully to stance, 30m.
10. Easy climbing up buttress on left,20m
11. Continue up buttress,20m
12. At the top is a small wall on right hand side. A hard mantle shelf, then scramble to the
summit, 5m.
Descent - Carry on along ridge down to a large block (about the size of a house), and pass underneath
this from the right hand side, then follow gully down to foot of rocks.

AREA B

SHEET 13
DEDZA

NAMBERA PEAK

map ref.442147

Nambera is a prominent rock peak, when viewed from the main circular road on the east side
of Dedza Mountain.
APPROACH
Take the main circular forest road on the east side of Dedza Mt. for approx.5km to reach a
Signpost – ‘Njira ya kucawe’. Continue past sign post for 50m, and turn left on a path
through the pines to reach a firebreak after 5mins.
Turn left for 10m and then right on a path through dense bush for ½ hr to the rock face.
Traverse left at rock face until standing directly beneath a large rectangular overhang with a
white roof.
NAMBERA DIRECT 330M GRADE 3 SUP (SHORT 5 SUP SECTION PITCH 2)
First ascent – Ray Baines and John Garson.
1. Climb tufts to a tree belay directly under overhanging, 45m grade 3 sup.
2. Take right hand side of overhang chimney up and move left into a continuing fault, 30m
grade 3 with short 5 sup. section.
3. Take narrow fault, chimney out at end onto slabs, 40m. 3 sup.
4. and 5. Take first right fault and move right on large tufts until large boulders are reached,
65m.grade 3.
6. Climb left over boulders, 40m grade 3 sup.
7. Walk to base of large rock dome.45m
8. Scramble up to summit, 65m.
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KIRK RANGE

DZOBWE MT. map ref.565737
APPROACH
Take the M2 road past Chileka Airport to park at Mwanza Mission school map ref.592770.
Between the Mission and Dzobwe Mt.is a cultivated area with no real problems in locating
the peak, unless obscured by low cloud.
On approaching Dzobwe from the east side, enter the major dividing gully between the main
peaks. Start on right of gully close to the rock.as the vegetation thins out higher up the gully, a
rock ramp can be seen on the left wall.
The climb starts proper half way up the steepening ramp.
SOUTH DZOBWE

150m grade 4

First ascent-Frank Eastwood and Gunther Steinmair
Climb the ramp until its termination where a short grade 5 section leads up to easier angled
slabs.
Move right on a terrace below the summit block for easy access
Descent:
Due to equipment shortage, descent was made down a rather steep tufted slab on the west
side. The descent could probably be graded 2, and is probably the line of scent used by a
small
M.M.C. party on the first recorded ascent of the peak. The densely vegetated lower slopes
make progress difficult and anti-clockwise skirting is necessary to avoid crossing the border.
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CAPE MACLEAR

CAMP CRAG map ref 698447
APPROACH
Camp Crag is the large area of rock two-thirds way up the hillside sited across the road from
Cape Maclear campsite. Walk directly through the woodlands for 15 mins making a bee-line
for the crag. The low is marked by a cairn.
SEE SKETCH OF CRAG SHEET NO. 16
ROUTE 1

CAMP CHIMNEY

45m grade 3.

First ascent-Frank East wood-solo.
The start is 10m left of the lowest point of the crag. Climb over two large flakes to enter the
chimney and ascend (*Hard! It’s a v-thin chimney) to reach a large tree scramble over
boulders in a wide fault and then up an easy slab leading to a large chockstone bridge past the
chockstone to reach a block belay.
ROUTE 2

CAMP CRACK

40M grade 4

First ascent –Frank East wood and Gunther Steinmair
Start 20m left of low point of Crag. From a marker cairn, climb a narrow crag leading direct
to a tree 5m up. The angle of climbing leans back to enter a good foot jamb crack, with wall
on left. Up the crack to a small tree and join route 1. i.e. Climb an easy slab and bridge past a
chockstone to a block belay.
ROUTE 3

LEFT FLANKLINE

40m grade 4 sup.

First ascent – Tiny Mills and Italian Tony.
Start 12m left of ROUTE 2 and 30m left of the lowest point of the crag.
The first 5m is in a strenuous, and rather narrow chimney (initial moves in chimney can be
avoided by starting on left wall).
Bridge easily up a vegetated fault to reach a tree. Chimney up behind the tree to reach an
awkward ledge below a corner crack. The move to enter the upper crack system in the
crux. Continue along the crack breaking out left to reach a knife-edged, leaning boulder and
block belay.

ROUTE 4

PIRANHA

30m grade 5 sup.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Gary Graham
Start 10m left of route 3 in a corner move up to and walk delicately along a narrow crack that
rises diagonally rightwards.
Cross a rounded rib and then left up a corner crack with small tree runner.
Enter a leaning chimney that narrows rapidly, crux to reach a small tree and block. Climb
another fault above the block to reach a block belay.

ROUTE 5

CROCKADILE (sic)

12m grade 6 inf.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Gary Graham
Start well up on the left flank of the crag, detour around boulders being necessary when
approaching from lower routes
Climb up and right ward past a sapling 2m up to reach a long line of weakness which rises
from right to left.
Move left along the fault 10m and enter a vertical fault (crux).
Continue up on good, but sharp jams to reach a tree belay.
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BLACK GRAG
APPROACH
Park transport 12.5 km from Cape Maclear on the road to Monkey Bay. The crag is on the
right approx. 500m from the road. Black Crag is a large area of dark rock, rather featureless
except for a large gully with trees at the upper left end.
GUNTHER’S GULLY
First ascent -

75m. grade 5 sup.
Frank Eastwood and Gunther Steinmair

Start below the large gully at the foot of a steep, terraced wall by standing on a metre high
boulder.
Climb directly up to an obvious ledge 7m. above. Move right and climb up the left side of a
flake to reach a good ledge and chock belay, 20m. 4 sup.
Walk left 5m. to enter the gully, and up two sections of wide crack climbing. Move left on
debris strewn ledge to a distinctive tree with green trunk.
Ascend a short diehedral corner, making a bold move left (short grade 6 section) to reach a
ramp and small tree.
The final problem is the left corner crack (short grade 6 section) leading to a good tree belay/
abseil point.
Descent – by abseil.
HORSEFLY CRAG
This crag is the largest in the area and is sited approx. 800m from the road 10.5km. from Cape
Maclear campsite.
APPROACH
An area of huge boulders and dense bush in front of the crag make a frontal approach an
arduous business.
For a relatively easy approach aim for an area of open bush and small boulders to the left of
the crag. Cairns mark the place to move right and gain access to the routes.
To reach route 1 to 3 traverse across white boulders and then descend close to the main slabs.
A small cave is reached marking the start of routes 2 and 3.
For route 4 ascend the white boulder field and break out right to the curving corner crack.
ROUTE 1

SCIMITAR

40m. grade 6 inf.

First ascent – Roy Gooden, Carless Freer and Richard Smithers.
Start 8m. right of the small cave marketing the start of routes 2 and 5 at the entrance of a
chimney, deep in the thicket.
Access to the scimitar shaped crack is via a corner, often concealed by creepers.
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Climb the corner (crux) for 8m. and then move left 2m to enter the main fault line.
Continue up the crack for a total of 40m and then move left 2m to a large tree and stance. The
large tree is the end of Pitch 1 of Lake View Direct.
From this point it is possible to traverse across to Lake View, continue up Lake View Direct,
or abseil off.
ROUTE 2

LAKE VIEW DIRECT

130 m grades 5 sup.

First ascent – Andrew Metcalfe and Frank Eastwood.
PITCH 1
Start from a small cave and move up left on a low angled, wide crack for 6m. Make thin
moves right across a slab to gain fragile holds below a light coloured tree 45m. grade 5 sup.
PITCH 2
Move right 2m to the curving crack which continues for 20m. grade 5, before easing off
below a corner.
Above the corner easy slabs lead to a rounded block with belay, just before a bowl sharped
depression, 45m. grade 5.
PITCH 3
Climb easily across the bowl and along a crack to a thin belay crack about 10m from the
vegetation, 45. Grade 2.
ROUTE 3

LAKE VIEW

145m. grade 4 inf.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and John Atkinson.
PITCH 1
Start as for ROUTE 2 but continue along the low angled crack. Move right at the end of the
fault underneath a chockstone.
Bridge up between rock walls to reach a large tree belay. 50m grade 3.
PITCH 2
Directly up the right hand groove and then left across a flakey slab to reach a major fault and
tree belay, 25m. Grade 4 INF.
PITCH 3
Continue along the corner fault to reach a small loose block stance. 48. Grade 3 INF.
PITCH 4
Climb or walk 20m. to a corner where, bridge up 3m. and move right to a good jug, short
grade 4 section. Tree belay above, 22m.

ROUTE 4 DOUBLE EDGE 48m. grade 4 sup.
First ascent – Roy Gooden, John Fantini and Brian Shuttleworth.
To find, the start see “approach” notes. Double Edge is a layback crack in a corner formed by
a 1,5m. high step that zig-zags up the slabs.
The whole climb is done in one pitch of 48m, of sustained 4 sup. The stance at the end is two
footholds on the upper edge of the step with provision for piton or small chock belay only.
7m. of scrambling reaches “Lake View” which gives a further 60m of easy climbing to the
top of the slab.
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NKUDZI CRAG map ref. 715433.
The crag lies on the left of the approach road just before the Nkudzi Bay Cottages.
NKUDZI INTRUSION 52m. grade 5 sup A 1 (2 points of aid).
First ascent – Frank Eastwood, Tony Millis and Oliver Leisten.
First free ascent, grade 6 inf. By Roy Gooden & Steve Cook.
The route is an obvious line on the far right of the crag leading to a line of trees in the same
fault.
PITCH 1
Start up an awkward smooth chimney past a small chockstone 4m up to a good ledge. Move
diagonally left and up (1 point aid) to reach the corner crack. Up the crack 10m. to a good
belay ledge (1 point aid).
PITCH 2
Climb short wall behind the belay and up a good crack 5m to move left over loose blocks to
left corner crack. Up the corner crack on good looking holds 7m, continue a further 10m. on
easier ground to reach belay trees.

MISCELLANEOUS

LAKESHORE ROUTES

The following routes by visiting climbers have been reported verbally with no support descriptions
other than length and grade of route.
IMPULSE

15M. grade 6

First ascent - John Fantini, Roy Gooden an d Brian Shuttleworth.
Reported as being on a small crag, with tree on top, to the left of Horsefly crag.

ARMS RACE 30m. grade 6.
First ascent – John Fantini and Richard Smithers.
Reported as being 5 km from Cape Maclear Campsite, on the right hand side of the road,
approx. 50mins. up the hillside.
The root follows a crack which ascends diagonally left between two off-width cracks on an
orange wall.

ROOTS

35m. grade 6 sup A1

First ascent – John Fantini and Brian Shuttleworth.
Reported as being on a crag left of the obvious major rock outcrop above Monkey Bay.
To the right of ‘ROOTS’ is another small crag with extreme looking crack up a 15o
overhanging wall.
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NAMITEMBO map ref. 418492.
APPROACH
From Blantyre via Midima Road (M7). This road forks left off the main road to Mulanje
(M1) at southern end of Limbe and is signposted Mikolongwe. 19.1 km from this junction,
turn left on a minor earth road signposted Namitembo Health centre. 4.6 km from the main
road a broad track doubles back on the left crossing open rock slabs 30m from the road.
Walk along the broad track for 2 minutes and turn right on an earth road / track at a four
way junction. Continue 5 minutes and turn right on a narrow path leading towards a saddle
left of Namitembo crag and crossing rock slabs 30m on.
Approx. 350m past a prominent split boulder, sited on the left, a large fig tree is reached
on your right. Turn left 10m beyond the tree on a narrow path leading to the saddle
between the crag and the grassy hills of Namitembo. The saddle is the starting point of
reference in most of the following route descriptions:ROUTE 1

KNIFE EDGE 30m, grade 4inf.
First complete ascent Frank Eastwood and Oliver Leisten.
From the saddle descend and skirt the rock outcrop on the approach path side. The start is
in a clean corner crack 25m below, and ½ min. from the saddle.
PITCH I – Start up the corner crack or on the left wall to reach a broad ledge and tree
belay. 7m grade 3 sup.
Walk left 10m. to enter and scramble 5m into a chimney.
PITCH II – Face left and ascend diagonally right. 13m grade 3 sup. to reach a shelf and
gap.
Scramble over chockstones to main wall with huge chockstone above. Move left through a
cave bearing right before a tree and up an easy ramp to ‘windy gap’.
PITCH III- Move left across ‘windy gap’ keeping on the sharp arête to reach a sudden
steepening after 6m.
Bridge up and move left finishing the final knife edge using its right wall for foot – holds
to reach a block belay, 13m grade 4 inf.
Descent – grade 3 sup: bridge down into chimney to avoid reversing upper part of arête,
and scramble along the wide fissure to return to ‘windy gap’

ROUTE 2

STANDARD ROUTE 28m grade3
First ascent Archie Cockburn, Frank Kippax and Fred Smith.
PITCH I - starting from the saddle, climb a steep dark coloured wall about 6m high. Start
below a small tree climbing directly up to large block belays 9m, grade 3.
Walk, scramble into a gap with large chockstones. Move left through a cave, under an
angular chockstone, and right up an easy ramp to reach ‘windy gap’
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PITCH II: Move left across ‘windy gap’ to reach a small chockstone after 2m. Climb
directly upwards for 15m to reach a large leveling and block belays.
Variation start to pitch 2.
Move right at ‘windy gap’ to climb a short strenuous chimney, 4 sup.
Finishing directly up the slab.
Descent – by abseil (long sling necessary), or climb down to a chockstone, Scramble along
the wide fissure to reach ‘windy gap’.
ROUTE 3

MAIN SPLIT

34m, grade 3 sup.

First ascent: Gunther Steinmair and Frank Eastwood.
Descent from the saddle on the opposite side to approach path.
Keep close to the crag passing beneath a large, overhanging orange wall, to reach a prominent
square cut fault 2-3 mins. from the saddle.
PITCH I - ascend the fault keeping left to reach a large chockstone after 22m.
PITCH II - Face outwards and bridge up 1.5m and move left onto a small ledge. Continue up
by good holds, passing a unsound block to reach a horizontal crack belay on a broad ledge.
Descent: scramble over boulders behind the belay for 5m, to reach abseil bolt at the edge of a
wide chimney.
ROUTE 4

RIGHT CHIMNEY

38m, grade 3 sup.

First ascent Frank Eastwood, Ray Baines and Andy Bridle.
PITCH I-Start as for Route 3 but enter the chimney on your right after 7m, Face left to climb
a strenuous chimney passing under a chockstone to reach the termination of chimney after
24m.
Climb directly up the white lichen covered slab for 14m, to a short wall and horizontal crack
belay.
Descent – as for ROUTE 3.
ROUTE 5

HANGING CRACK

30m. grade 4 sup.

First ascent Frank Eastwood and Gunther Steinmair.
Start 30m to the right of ROUTE 3, just left of another major fault.
Climb a thin crack to a corner and tree 6m up. At the top of the corner break out right, and
then left up a steep slab before a large tree.
Finish up a strenuous chimney 10m long.
Descent – as for ROUTE 3 & 4.
ROUTE 6

HANGMAN’S CHIMNEY 45m. grade 5 sup. A1 (one point)

First ascent – Clive ward and Frank Eastwood. Alt. leads.
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Walk below the lower edges of the outcrop on the approach path side. After approx. 80m a
huge overhanging wall is reached with a broad R to L ramp at its foot. Walk up the ramp and
scramble through a narrow exit to reach a deep out chimney 4m above exit.
A high level approach from the saddle is possible by keeping close to the crag and hills
arriving at the top of the ramp.
PITCH I –walk into a deep chimney for 3m. face left in line with a vertical rib to reach a
broad sloping shelf.
Move left on shelf to a vertical cleft where, stand upright with difficulty. On the first ascent a
single sling was used to aid the next section.
The crux move is leaving the aid sling, which was suspended from the narrowest point of the
outer crack.
Move up 2m. 5 sup and then left on a sloping ledge 6m to a tree belay.
PITCH II -Climb the corner crack for 28m. grade 4 to a block belay on a broad terrace.
Descent – by the abseil bolt above the major fault to the right of the route, as used for ROUTE
3 & 4 etc.
ROUTES 7 to 11 are in the near vicinity of a wide chimney that clearly divides the crag, and
is sited 25m right of ROUTE 6 and approx. 50m from the saddle.
ROUTE 7

SPLITS

12m. grade 3 sap.

First ascent - Frank Eastwood solo.
Scramble over boulders into the wide chimney and bridge up beneath a chockstone to reach a
big ledge and abseil bolt.
ROUTE 9

LISTER

12m, grade 5 sup.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood solo.
Start just below a jumble of boulders at the start of ROUTE 7.
Climb to a letter box hole 2.5m up. Pass the bulge on the left to reach block belays above.
ROUTE 10

FRANK’s FOLLY

12m, grade 5 sup.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood solo.
Start well below and 15m to the right of ROUTE 7. Climb the obvious off-width leaning
crack.
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map ref. 378489.

APPROACH
Follow the Midima road for 17.6 km from the junction of the Midima/Mulanje roads at
Limbe. Turn left on a minor earth road for 1.8 km to reach a convenient parking place on the
right just by a wire fence.
Walk along the state side (nearside) of the fence for 200m. Cross the fence and continue along
the line of the fence to reach the forested area. Skirt the forested area
until left of the
vegetated gulley which splits the crag.
The first obvious feature 10m down, on the crag left of the vegetated gulley, is a square-cut
nose straddled by twin crack systems. Head directly for the ‘nose’ for all routes.
(Pencil notes: 100m past the end of the tar take a good earth track on the left and follow,
keeping the hill on your right. The cliff is on the Blantyre side of the largest peak and can be
seen when approaching from Limbe.)

ROUTE I

THE STING

150m. grade 6 inf, A1 (grade 6 sup aid eliminate).

First ascent – Andrew Metcalfe, Frank Eastwood and Gunther Steinmair.
First free ascent – Ian Howell and Frank Eastwood.
The start is on easy slabs 20m. below a large rib with square-cut ‘nose’, 10m. left of the
vegetated gulley which splits the crag.
PITCH 1 – Climb up easy slabs 5m to a second good ledge where move right on a pock
marked slab.
Ascend the steepening slab to reach the crack on the right of the overhanging ‘nose’. Continue
up the vegetated fault to reach a tree belay, 45m grade 4.
PITCH 2 – Climb the wide crack that veers left behind the belay to reach another crack
system after 20m.
PITCH 3 – Traverse left 6m to a good stance and tree belay, grade 3 sup.
PITCH 4 – Climb directly up the thin crack to reach a abseil bolt below the overhang. Move
left 1m. and then up, using two bolts for aid, A1. (6 sup. If done free) to surmount the bulge
on the left of the overhang.
Continue on a thin crack to reach a block and tree belay. (abseil bolt close by) 45m. grade 6
inf. A1.
PITCH 5 – Finish up easy slabs, 20m. grade 2.
Descent – by abseil, or follow the faint path which skirts the top of the crag, fork left and
descent to the path from the saddle.
ROUTE 2

DIRECT STING 55m. grade 5 sup.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Ron Martin.
PITCH 1 – Start as for ROUTE 1 and then enter the narrow gulley (with small nettle trees),
leading indirect to the rib wit overhanging ‘nose’.
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Move left below the ‘nose’ and make thin moves to enter the crack system (crux, short grade
6 section). Continue up the fault, or on the slab, to reach a tree belay, 42m. grade 5 sup.
PITCH 2 –Climb the fault above the belay to reach a leveling by a block, 13m, grade 4.
At this point ‘The sting’ is joined approx. 10m. below the bolt belay sited at the of grade 4.

ROUTE 3

RUFLINE

60m. grade 5 sup.

First ascent-Frank Eastwood, peter Slater, Neil Stiles and Ray Baines.
Start either up route 1 or 2 to reach the abseil bolt at the end of pitch II of ‘The sting’.
PITCH I – Climb directly up from the bolt belay following the corner crack which bears right
after 6m. to reach a corner beneath a large overhead poor stance 17m. grade 4 inf.
PITCH II – Ascend the bolt ladder on the right wall to overcome the overhang, 4m. A1.
Continue along the fault, pass a bolt runner on the harder section, to reach a tree belay, 45m.
Grade 5 sup.
Descent – as for ROUTE 1.

ROUTE 4

GREEN LINE 60m. grade 6. A1

First ascent – Ian Howell and Frank Eastwood.
Start 30m. left of ROUTE 1 & 2, in a bell-mouthed chimney that starts as a cave.
PITCH I – Chimney up 3m. and then move onto right wall. Move up and left to re-enter the
fault.
Hand traverse along the left rising diagonal crack to reach a narrow cave. Climb the crack
above the cave to reach easier slabs and a tree belay. 22m. grade 6.
PITCH II – Continue up the fault to reach two small trees beneath a roof, 15m. grade 5 sup.
PITCH III – Cross the roof on aid, and make a difficult free entry to the wide crack above.
Free climb on the same line until a continuous line of trees choke the fault, 22m. grade 6, A1
Descent – by abseil.
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LITTLE MALOWA Map ref. 373487
APPROACH
Use the same road approach and parking place as described for the main Malowa crag.
Little Malowa is a huge monolith sited south west of Malowa crag, approximately 450m.
from the earth road and a similar distance from the crag.

ROUTE 1

NORTH GROOVES

40m. Grade 5 sup.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Julie Sutton.
PTCH I – Climb 10m up slabs, or chimney on left of slab, grade 2 to a tree at the foot of the
grooves.
PITCH II – bridge up to a good jamming crack on the right of the central chimney for 7m.
before rejoining the chimney. The final problem is a crack on the left to reach a block belay
on the summit.
NORTH GROOVES VARIATION

40m. Grade 5 sup.

Start as for pitch I of North Grooves and then move left past a tree into a corner.
Break out right at the top of the corner, passing beneath a vegetation wall, to rejoin the final
section of North Grooves.
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MDIMA CRAGS map ref. 380450
APPROACH
Turn right 19.0 km from the Limbe junction of the Midima Road at a signpost – Dept. of
Health & Industry, Mikolongwe. Straight on for 600m to parking place outside the main
hostel building.
MIDIMA ROCK
Walk along the left end of the hostel and turn left past a small building. Midima Rock is
100m away due East (i.e. towards Mulanje).
ROUTE 1

RAMPANT

25m Grade 6

First ascent: Frank Eastwood
Start 6m. from the left end of the downhill facing side of the boulder. A horizontal jug 2,5m
up at the start of a sloping ramp, marks the beginning.
Follow the ramp past two bolt runners. At the termination of the ramp move up and left into
a scoop. Directly up from the scoop to the boulder summit.
The following routes Nos. 2-4 have been given boulder grades for solo ascents.
ROUTE 2

MIDIMA GROOVE

10m Grade B5

First ascent: Frank Eastwood
Climb the obvious ramp starting on centre of boulder 3m right of route 1. Move right and up
into a shallow gulley 5m up.
ROUTE 3

SWEET

10m, B5 sup.

First ascent: Frank Eastwood.
Start up a thin right diagonal crack 5m right of Route 2. On reaching to top of an expanding
flake continue directly up- 1.5m right of MIDIMA GROOVE.
Variant start to route 2 & 3 is midway between the two. Grade B6 inf. 2m
ROUTE 4

SWEAT

10m B6 inf.

First ascent: Frank Eastwood
Start on the extreme right of lower and standing on a small rock climb directly up the rib of
rock keeping right. Direct up a rounded bulge to finish on the same line on top of the
boulder.

CHODA MONOLITH
From the hostel car park walk back along the approach road to reach a vehicle track after
250m. Turn right along the track past a row of small houses. Walk up the hillside behind the
end house, 100m to a large monolith that is partly concealed in trees.
It is characterized by a vegetated horizontal fault near its summit.
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MONOLITHIC 40m Grade 5 sup.
First ascent: Frank Eastwood (top roped)
On sight lead by Oliver Leisten Seconded by Frank Eastwood.
Start 3m above the lower left corner from a projecting boulder.
Step right onto a large foothold and move horizontally 2m to reach an arête. Move up the
arête 6m to a bolt belay. (Note: The bolt is placed too far left for the line of ascent, thus a long
sling is necessary to ease rope drag).
Traverse right to pass a large hole to cross a shoulder after 5m. Right across a ledge 6m and
ascend short wall on right.
Up a shallow fault 3m to small flake and bolt belay. Delicate climbing above the bolt (crux
section) to reach a short corner crack. The finish is 4m above the short crack, block belay.
Descent – Climb down on large holds, on the upper side of the monolith to reach a tree whose
trunk lies rather too close to the rock.
CHODA II
Choda II is another huge boulder approximately 8m from, and on the hostel side of Choda
Monolith. It is characterized by a large 50° overhang on the hostel side. The lower face of the
boulder is a compound ramp with two obvious corner faults splitting its upper face.
ROUTE 1

COMPUND RAMP II

20m Grade 3.

First ascent: Frank Eastwood : solo
Start on the left of the ramp and climb diagonally right keeping high, to reach a large chock
belay just to the right and below the first corner fault. Climb directly up into the corner,
moving left onto the slab, crux. Directly up to a small tree and good belay crack.
ROUTE 2

COMPUND II

20m Grade 3

First ascent-Frank Eastwood: solo
Start 3m right of ROUTE 1 from a ground level flat slab of rock.
Reach up to a large jug above very small overhang. Strenuous move up (above the grade of
the climb).
Keep low on the ramp until beneath the 2nd exit corner. Climb the corner and continue up to a
small tree and crack belay.

ROUTE 3

HOSTEL WALL 10m Grade 4

First ascent – Frank Eastwood : solo
On the right end (Hostel side) of the crag, the upper right end of wall is coloured black.
Start on light coloured rock just left of the black wall. Climb directly up 10m.
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MIDIMA CRAGS
MAIN CRAG map ref. 384455.
APPROACH
Start as for CHODA MONOLITH, and from behind the end house, walk on a rising traverse
to the main crag.
The crag is split by three prominent gully. Three climbs, described below, are on the left
wall of the big tree gulley left of centre.
ROUTE 1

BABOONS’ CASTLE 40m grade 4.

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Hirro Saso.
Start on the left of the gully at a point level with the buttress which is on the right of the
gully.
Climb up 3 oblique flakes 3m to a roof formed by chockstones. Move to the right edge, and
the up and left 2m. short 4 sup section, to enter the main fault.
As the chimney widens to a gully move up and left across easy ground to enter a vee corner.
Continue up the fault 10m and the rigt along a narrow ledge to a tree. Up behind the tree
10m to reach easy ground and block belays.

ROUTE 2

BABOON R.H.

55m grade 4

First ascent – Frank Eastwood, Peter Slater and Ray Baines
Start as for ROUTE 1 until the chimney widens to a gully. Continue up and rightwards over
blocks to an exposed move on a slab to reach a tree belay, 40m.
Move up 2m and then traverse left 3m to another tree. Move up and right to surmount short
holdless wall. Right for 1m and then up to reach a strenuous, body-width exit crack.

ROUTE 3

HIRRO 40m Grade 4 inf.

First ascent – Hirro Saso and Frank Eastwood.
Start 3m left of route 1 up the left of the huge overhanging block. Up the narrow cleft
breaking out right at a sloping ledge to reach the base of a good tree. Continue directly up on
easier ground 20m to the top of the crag.
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MIDIMA WEST map ref. 371449
APPROACH
Turn right 17.4km from the Limbe junction of the Midima Road, just at the end of the tar
section. Continue on the minor road to Mikolongwe for 3.3 km to a useful parking place
outside a small.
The three recorded climbs are indicated on the diagram on sheet number 31.
ROUTE 1

ROCK DASSIE

6m. Grade 4

First ascent – Ray Baines, Frank Eastwood & Andy Bridle.
PITCH I – Start 4m above the lowest point of the rock meeting the bush.
The initial moves are up a slab which lies directly beneath a overhanging bulge, partly
hidden in trees, 8m above.
Move right after 2m to enter a groove that curves left to a tree runner under the bulge. Bypass the bulge on the left and move directly up through blocks to a ledge.
Climb directly up steep wall for 4m. on large holds to another ledge. An awkward step right
is made to reach a stance and large tree belay, 40m. Grade 4.
PITCH II – Scramble up 3m. to enter a chimney. After 15m, at the termination of the
chimney, follow the fault as it curves right, finally moving left onto a ledge and two small
tree belays, 20m Grade 3 sup.

ROUTE 2

HORNET

40m. Grade 6

First ascent – Frank Eastwood, Ray Baines and Andy Bridle.
PITCH I – Start directly below a small tree sited 2m. above, and blocking the entry to a
prominent off-width crack. Enter the crack from the wall on the left of the tree. From the top
of this fault make a delicate hand traverse right 2m. to squeeze/fight past bushes to enter a
chimney, 15m grade 6 inf.
Traverse right on a good ledge and make precarious moves right (crux), and up to a wide
ledge below tree roots. Scramble up to abseil tree.
ROUTE 3

IN STYLE

28m Grade 6

First ascent – Julie Sutton and Frank Eastwood.
The route is a crack rising diagonally leftwards into a large amphitheatre or gully to the right
of ‘HORNET’.
Climb left of initial flake, moving right to enter a good crack which widens to off-width.
After 10m enter a ramp and easier ground to reach tree root belay.
NOTE: On the first ascent an attempt was made to continue the line across the gully up an
easy angle chimney. The main problems were Hornets defending nests at the start of a offwidth crack above.
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MOKOLONGWE map ref. 319418
APPROACH
Turn right off the Midima road jus at the end of the tarred section 17.4 km from the Limbe
junction with the M1.
Continue on the Mikolongwe road to turn right immediately before the level crossing at
Nansadi siding. Make two more right turns at 6.6 and 8.5 km from the Midima Road. Left at
9.7 km to park on a narrowing track after 11km.
Walk along the track/path until level with Mikolongwe Hill.
ROUTE 1

TARZAN -60m, Grade 5.
First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Gunther Steinmair

‘Tarzan’ follows the prominent fault left of the bulging prow (Lion’s Head) of Mikolongwe.
PITCH I – To reach the fault climb strenuously up tree roots, and hand traverse left to a
large tree belay. 15m. Grade 5 tree climbing.
PITCH II – Continue up above the belay tree to follow a corner crack with good resting
places. 45m, Grade 4 sup.
ROUTE 2

WARREN 80m. grade 4
First ascent – Frank Eastwood and John Anderson.

Start approx. 100m to the right of ‘Tarzan’ in a prominent corner crack with half metre of
overlapping, horizontal roof to the left.
PITCH I – Climb the 12m. long corner (crux) and then up a short steep slab, breaking out
right up easier ground to a block belay at the start of another fault. 40m grade 4.
PITCH II – Follow the fault diagonally left, moving right and up past two ledges to a belay
tree. Grade 3.
Descent – Abseil 1 rope length, 45m directly down from belay tree.
Walk left 30 m on broad ledge system to another small abseil tree.
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The following section is a supplement to information printed in the ‘Guide to the Mulanje Massif’.
CHAMBE EAST FACE
SOUTH EAST BUTTRESS 530m, Grade 5 sup. A1 (1 point of aid)
First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Julie Sutton. Oct, 79. Time – 10 hrs, to summit ridge.
APPROACH
A faint path leaves the outer circular forest read on Chambe Basin at map ref. 704393.
Continue up through pines to reach a firebreak at the foot of the crag.
Turn right on the firebreak to reach a good level bivi place just beyond a steep section. The
star is close by below a long, near horizontal overhang.
Start up the tufted slabs taking the line of least resistance, bearing right to reach the long
overhang, 16m from its upper right corner, 110m, Grade 2.3.
Move right into corner and ascend via an aid bolt top upper gully.
Keep to right of gully ascending intermittent slab problems 110m grade 2-3, to reach the
major fault which splits the relatively clean walls of the S.E. buttress.
The first steep pitch up the buttress is a thin crack, 40m, 5 sup to reach a bolt belay.
The next -12 are the crux moves in a widening fault with 1 bolt runner.
The climb continues in the same crack/chimney system for 250m, grade 3 to 5 sup with
several chockstone problems high in the grade of the climb.
CHAMBE WEST FACE
GLADIATOR 800m. grade 6, A1
First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Ray Baines. Aug 79. Time – 2 days 1½ hrs
APPROACH
Walk along the edge of the forest boundary (firebreak) from Likhubula Forest Department
offices to a stream crossing map ref. 676393.
Follow the stream bed through the forest keeping left. Move left below steeping slabs and
then directly up open slabs which are the line of the stream. Through two more short forest
and sections to a good bivi below the west face at ref. 693402.
Traverse across below the face to the start of the climb, in a prominent chimney, at map ref.
693400.
1. Climb slab, or chimney on left 40m grade 4 to a large stance.
2. Wide chimney with 3 faults, keep left 40m. grade 4 sup to large stance and Vellozia belay
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CHAMBE WEST FACE
3. 100m of strenuous chimneying to chockstone stance, 4 sup.
4. Smooth sided V chimney grade 4 to 5 if bridged, much harder climbed in depth.
5. 2 pitches easier chimneying, grade 4 with one bolt for aid at a chockstone problem.
6. Chimney widens to a huge chockstone which is by-passed on left with 4 aid bolts; finally
scrambling 7m to a good bivi site.
7. 50m of grade 2 to reach a substantial widening.
8. Exit on left, where climb 10m. with 5 inf. Move to a large flake runner. Continue 25m on
aid crack with two bolts in position.
9. Walk 6m to horizontal chockstone. Sling used for tension move to the right, followed by
thin grade 6 moves up right side of chockstone.
10. Ascend open groove with corner crack and increasing difficulties 45m. grade 6, to small
stance (one foot only) and good chock belay.
11. Continue on fault and then open slab 40m. grade 3-4 to reach moderate bivi site.
12. Exit is made by climbing tufts and then large holds to an awkward move to reach a
horizontal crack and small Vellozias.
13. Aid the crack following a right diagonal until crack peters out, A1. Continue on aid
bolts (in position), finally making a bold traverse (wet on first ascent) to the right, to reach a
corner crack.
Ascend crack 5m to block and Vellozia belay, 30m. 5 sup. A1.
14. Continue 1 pitch along the fault to reach vegetated slabs. Scramble 20m to good bivi
below huge orange overhang.
15. To avoid the obvious wide, vegetated gully break out left up a chimney that starts with
an awkward chockstone. Scramble 15m. to end of fault.
16. Right up a slab to reach the start of another fault.
17. 180m of strenuous bridging up vee gully to reach the summit ridge, 3sup.
LITTLE CHAMBE

map ref. 724427

NORTH CORNER

550m. grade 4 sup

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Gordon Craig. June 81. Time - 6 hrs.
APPROACH
Take the path which starts 8 km. from the junction of fundis cross road on the
Likhubula/Phalombe road. Keep left on well trod paths to reach the firebreak at the forest
boundary. Left along the firebreak until reaching a faint path on the right which initially
heads directly towards the massive corner fault. The fault and climb start at map ref.
723433.
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LITTLE CHAMBE
CLIMB
Climb easily along the hug dihedral corner fault for 250m until the corner crack runs out.
Break out left on grass tufts to reach a small overhang and belay.
Move up and right on tufted slabs to reach another and higher corner fault, total 350m.grade
2-3.
Continue along the fault for approx. 200m. Grade 3 to 4 sup. With short 5 sup crux, in a
chimney.
Break out right in a vegetated area and finish up a rock ridge on the right.
Descent – Scramble down to the col on the south side. Skirt rounds the peak anti-clockwise,
keeping high to avoid vegetation. Allow approx. 2 hours to return to the forest boundary,
firebreak.
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map ref. 520 998

APPROACH
Take the main road to Liwonde (M1) and turn left at the edge of Zomba town on the Naisi
Road. At the end of the road a cross roads is reached with a large ant-hill on the left. Turn
right and continue to a telephone box on the left, with parking space nearby.
A short distance from the telephone box a well worn path is reached on the right. Continue
on the road a further 35m. and turn right on a minor path following a line roughly parallel to
the line of the ridge. The path makes a low level traverse below the ridge on which Mwiri
rock stands as the most prominent feature.
GRADING
Previously boulder grades prefixed by B have been attributed to on sight, solo ascents of
shorter boulder problems. Mwiri offers a mixture of short and longer more serious routes.
Although all routes have been given boulder grade some of the routes have been top roped.
These are indicated in the following text.
Recorded first ascents:Oliver Leisten Nos. 2, 6, 8, 10, 11 and 13
Julian Roscoe No. 3
Right Kalembo Nos. 4, 5 and 9
Frank Eastwood Nos. 1 and 7
Climbs starting from the rear side:1. THE CRACK
grade B 6 sup. (top roped)
This climb does not appear on the diagram. Climb the obvious corner crack on the rear of
the boulder i.e. facing Mulanje Village.
2. MICRODOT
grade B 6
Start up a recess on slab just behind skyline (of diagram), on delicate move left onto
skyline and directly up.
3. ROSCOE’S ROUTE
grade B 5 sup.
Start top of flake, bold move to sloping foothold, move right and up.
4. KALEMBO

grade B 4

5. ANTS
grade B5
Start as for route 4 and follow the sloping cleft
6. YO-YO

grade B6

7. EYE-BALLS

grade B6 sup.

(top roped)

8. JANUARY

grade B6 sup., (top roped)

9. KALEMBO’S VARIATION
Super direct to Niblic.

grade B6

10. ZIG ZAG ELININATE

grade B6

11. NIBLIC

grade B6

12. DIRECT START TO NIBLIC
13. SWINGFACE

(top roped)

grade B6
grade B6 sup., (top roped)
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Map ref.523475

APPROACH
Starting from Zomba shopping centre, follow the main road towards Liwonde and turn right
after 4,1 km.
After a further 3.5 km turn right, and right again 200m further on (signpost S41). Right again
after a total of 11.8km to eventually park by a triangular junction at 13.7km. (Handwritten
note: ’at 12.1 road washed out at stream. Turn right on track 11.8km follow for 1.3 miles then
sharp left, there is an old thatch building on the left (traditional court?). 0.4km to a bright red
brick house, turn right. (This is back on the approach described above). A further 1km on
dwindling track leads to the foot of Sanjika Hill. It looks a nice place, short problem /
routes.’)
From the small houses head, in the first instance, to the left of Sanjika hill which is a small
boulder strewn hill some 600m away. Turn right on a major path that skirts the hill on the
right. Continue until below the far end (‘prow’) of the crag. Head directly up just left of the
prow.

CONSOLATION CRACK

25m grade 5 sup.

First ascent - Frank Eastwood and Oliver Leisten.
Just left of the southern prow of Sanjika a prominent steep off-width crack splits the face.
Consolation crack starts 20m left of the above feature along a leftward rising crack leading to
an hour-grass shaped block in a square-sided chimney.
Climb the crack and pass a wedged flake to enter a short vertical of-width crack. Moving left
to enter the crack / chimney on the left of the hour grass block. Move right on the horizontal
crack, finishing up the face of the block to reach a good flake belay and abseil bolt.

DIRECT START

4m grade 6

First ascent – Frank Eastwood – solo
Start 4m left of normal start. This crack rises under a overlap diagonally rightwards to join
Consolation crack by a wedged flake chockstone.
Turn right on track 11.8 km follow for 1.3 miles then sharp left there is old thatch building on
the left (traditional court?) 0.4 km to a bright red brick house, turn right (this is back on the
approach described above). A further run on dwindling track leads to the foot of Sanjika hill.
It looks nice place short problem/routes.
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ZOMBA MOUNTAIN
SPHINX BUTTRESS map ref. 524036
APPROACH
From the top of 18th Avenue take the earth road that continues up the slope as the Avenue
curves right. After passing a water tank turn right at a Tjunction on the Naisi Forest Road.
Continue for approx. 5.5 km to map ref. 545031 where a white ‘S’ was painted on a stone, on
the left, near the path start.
Sphinx Buttress can be seen above the forest. It contains the largest area of steep rock (see
SHEET 44).
Take the path through the forest generally keeping to the slight ridge*. After about 2 km a
fire-break is reached between plantation and natural forest.
Turn right on the fire break until the crest of the watershed. Left onto a cairned route through
the natural forest, leading to the foot of the slabs.
Skirts the slabs to the right to a grassy levelling and large cairn. Scramble up the slabs to a
ledge below steepening slabs.
ROUTE 1

SPHINX BUTTRESS 600m, grade 5

First ascent – Andrew Metcalf, Crispin Agnew and Janet Metcalfe. Time:14 hrs. With 1
‘bivi’
Second ascent – Eastwood, Metcalfe variation, grade 5 sup. Time: 8 hrs.
1.
Climb easily up left to a large flake 3m above the start ledge. Make delicate moves
upwards to the right (short 5 sup. Section) and straight up the tufted slab to a vegetated
groove. Continue to a small tree where, move right, and up the buttress to a tree belay, 40m.
grade 5.
2.
Up behind the belay to a ledge, continue up an arête until it steepens, traverse right
into a vegetated groove. Continue to a small tree. Follow the grassy rake leftwards to a tree
and flake belay, 45m. grade 3.
3.

Ascend the slab above the belay to a ledge and crack belay, 30m. grade 3.

4.

Traverse left to stance and grass bollard belay with crack in sight, 25m. grade 3.

5.
Go diagonally leftwards up a slab to the crack. Continue up the crack which widens
to a strenuous chimney to reach an awkward stance with good chockstone belay 40m, grade 4
6.
Continue up the chimney past an awkward overhanging section to reach a chockstone
belay.


There are several turn offs which may be more used than the main through path. It is
strongly recommended that a complete reconnaissance is made of the approach,
otherwise, considerably more than the normal 1½ hour approach time may be necessary.
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7.
A further 30m. of strenuous chimneying to reach a particularly narrow and smooth
section, where, stand on partners head and scrabble up 3m, 5 sup. to stance and belay above.
8.
Climb easily in the fault, breaking out left towards a tree when it becomes vegetated.
Scramble up for 10m to reach a grass bollard belay beneath a short wall.
(From the end of pitch 8 the Eastwood/ Metcalfe variation described below, is the advisable
route. Although technically more difficult, the variation is adequately protected compared
with precarious grass tuft climbing of the original route).
Original route cont.:9.
Up the wall and move right into a grassy scoop. This steepens into a crack with loose
grass bolds. Grass bollard belay at top of scoop, 45, grade 3.
10.
Make an unlikely move up a short steep wall on the right. Grass bollard belay on easy
angled slab above. 10m grade 3.
11.

Move up the slabs to bollard belay, 20m grade 3.

12.

Traverse left over slabs to a ‘bivouac’ ledge and large bollard belay, 30m, grade 3.

13.
Descend grassy slabs tending diagonally to the left to reach a tree-filled wide grassy
ledge, 40m, grade 3.
14.

Walk to the left and climb up to a bollard belay. 30m.

15.
Traverse leftwards into a vegetation filled gully. Climb this to another bollard belay
below vegetated slabs, 40m
16.

Climb the slabs to reach a vegetation filled fault, 40m.

17.

Scramble up the vegetated gully 150m to reach the plateau.

EASTWOOD/METCALFE VARIATION
Pitch 9. Move left to enter a black, overhanging corner. Bridge up into an overhanging
chimney to reach a tree belay. 15m, 5 sup/6inf.
Cont. On pitch 14 original route.
ROUTE 2

NOSE OF THE SPHINX

800m. Grade 6. A1

First ascent – Frank Eastwood and Oliver Leisten. Time: 13 hrs. With 1 ‘bivi’.
Start as for route 1 – SPHINX BUTTRESS to the end of pitch 3.
4.
Traverse left, along the top of the approach slabs, into a tufted depression and follow
this down to a good ledge. Large tuft belay. 40m grade (?).
5.

Continue the line of traverse across a deep crack to a tree belay. 20m grade 3.

6.
sup.

Traverse further crossing under a small tree to gain another wide ledge 45m. grade 3
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7. Walk along the ledge (good ‘bivi’ sites) until it steepens to form slabs. Belay off turfs about,
25m. below an overhang, just left of the big fault in the face which forms the approach gully
to the ‘nose’ 100m.
8. Climb the tufted slab to a large block just under the right extremity of the overhang.
9. Follow the side of the wall and climb a wide crack. 30m. grade 5 sup.
10. Up a steep corner to reach a good crack. Climb the chimney to belay by a thornbush. 45m.
grade 6.
11. Climb the right hand groove. Moving left on reaching vegetated section to a bolt belay below
‘the nose’, 30m. Grade 4.
12. One point of aid from a bolt to climb the left corner of the overhang. Move up tufted slab to a
cave below an overhang. 10m. grade 5. A1
13. Climb the bolt and then make precarious moves to reach a wide slab, phew! Belay inside a
wide chimney, 10m. grade 6. A1.
14. Up the chimney to a ledge and continue into a narrow chimney with chock stock belay. 15m.
grade 4.
15. Ascend a short wall below the stance and start up the pocketed rib. When holds run out
traverse left to a tufted groove. Directly up to bolt runner after 25m.
Continue up, breaking out right, to reach a bolt belay. 40m. grade 5 sup.
16. Scramble/climb two rope lengths aiming for right hand exit gully. 100m, grade 2.
17. Scramble up the vegetated exit gully 150m to reach the plateau.
Descent for routes 1 & 2.
Turn right at the plateau edge and scramble/abseil down a wide tree filled gully to return to the
foot of the crag.
Alternatively, walk over to the forest, turn left on a firebreak to reach the outer circular, forest
road.
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Map ref. 498002

APPROACH
The buttress is sited is sited on the south-eastern slopes of Zomba Mt. between the Mulungusi
river and Mulungusi peak. It can easily be observed from the township.
The approach is best made from the forestry road at map ref. 500009, where a path can be
followed to the upper limit of the plantation, keeping on a direct line upslope apart from one
gully crossing to the left. When the path emerges from the plantation it is on the crest of a
prominent spur which leads directly to the face. Continue along any combination of paths, but
remain on the ridge.
When the face is reached, scramble up for 45m. to reach a clump of trees.
THE GULLY 150m, grade 3 sup.
First ascent – Julie Sutton.
1.
Bear slightly right from the trees to reach a water groove, and continue up this until a
small stance, with chock belays, is reached, 30m, grade 2.
2.
Follow the groove until further progress is hindered by vegetation. Traverse onto the
left face and to reach a belay tree. 30m, grade 3.
3.
Traverse back right into the groove and climb a short overhang. Continue on loose
tufts to a clump of trees, at the mouth of a large gully, traverse left and belay on the left wall,
30m, grade 3 sup.
4.
Scramble to the back of the gully to regain the water groove. Climb this until it is
possible to step right onto the face, and up to a tree belay, 30m, grade 2.
5.

Scramble up the slab on glass turfs, bearing slightly right. 20m, grade

Exit - Enter the bushes by a boulder towards the right-hand end and continue until the way is
barred by a rock wall. Follow this to the, right, past a shelter and climb into a gap. Step left
onto the main block and follow the indistinct path to the firebreak.
Descent – Turn right at the firebreak and continue past the watchman’s hut until a set of
telephone lines go off over the edge. Follow the lines to reach the forestry road 505010.

